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As in a miracle, the issue of
Gypsies (especially that of
Romanian Gypsies) in Europe has
disappeared. Neither the French,
nor the Brits, nor Belgians run
stories in their newspapers any-
more about the evil things the
Rroma population (most fre-
quently assimilated to Rroma
people coming from Romania)
are committing, threatening the
peace and security of citizens in
the states that have made such a
fuss regarding this minority.  It is

a clear sign that the issue was
deliberately exaggerated. And the
best example we can think of is
France.  Approximately two years
ago, Mr. Manuel Valls, at that
time Minister of Internal Affairs
in the Hexagon, was throwing the
most poisoned arrows upon the
Bucharest Government who is
unable to keep its turbulent and
delinquent Rroma citizens at
home.

EDITORIAL By Constantin Radut

The Gypsies issue has disappeared 
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Rovana Plumb officially interim
president of PSD

By Dana Purgaru
NINE O’CLOCK

Rovana Plumb is officially
interim president of PSD. The
decision was made by the
Standing Bureau of the party on
Wednesday. Plumb will be inter-
im president until the next
Congress.

The Social-Democrats on
Wednesday held a meeting of the
Standing Bureau where the party
leaders debated on the differences
emerging after Victor Ponta had
resigned as President of the party. 

Prior to the meeting, Ponta
had stressed he was no longer
president and that he had also
emptied his office. 

‘I am no longer president, I
am not going to take back my
chair, I have actually emptied my
office’, Ponta said. 

PSD Honorary President Ion
Iliescu, as well the leader of
UNPR, Deputy Prime-Minister
Gabriel Oprea, also participated
in the meeting, sitting next to
each other. 
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Klaus Iohannis: I don’t know how the idea
that the Fiscal Code allegedly revolutionizes

Romania’s finances slipped in
l Premier Victor Ponta: “Those who are against the Fiscal Code are against Romania’s 

legitimate interests”
by Georgiana Vlad
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President Klaus Iohannis stated on
Wednesday that the idea that the new
Fiscal Code allegedly revolutionizes
Romania’s finances slipped in, emphasiz-
ing that preoccupation should be shown
not only for tax cuts but also for the man-
ner in which the tax cuts are made. 

“I don’t know how the opinion that
this Fiscal Code allegedly revolutionizes
Romania’s finances through the simple
cutting of some taxes slipped in. I believe
we should not be preoccupied solely with

cutting taxes, but also with the manner in
which this is made. Such a change is use-
ful, however without endangering certain
benefits such as the sustainability of public
finances, which was consolidated with seri-
ous efforts lately. Moreover, being on the
brink of an elections year, we have to
understand the distance between political
temptation and economic reality,” the
Head of State said at the BNR on the occa-
sion of the numismatic issuance marking
150 years since the birth of King
Ferdinand, pointing out that he is now
analyzing the Fiscal Code in order to

decide on the timeliness of promulgating
this law. 

Iohannis added that recent history
shows that “we can no longer afford eco-
nomic experiments or half-hearted public
policies, especially when they represent an
attack on our long-term freedom and pros-
perity.”

“That is precisely why it becomes
imperative to give up at least some illu-
sions, primarily the illusion that prosperity
can be built upon budget deficits and pub-
lic debt continuously rolled over from one
year to the next; then the illusion that eco-

nomic and fiscal policies can make up for
the absence of real reforms; the illusion
that, once obtained, prosperity can never
be lost, which is wrong. Hence the need
for a new approach, one based on respon-
sibility and healthy principles,” the Head
of State added. 

According to the President, the current
economic and geopolitical context calls for
cautious approaches, responsible toward
the status of public finances, and econom-
ic balances.
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Air traffic controllers’ strike wreaks
havoc at ‘Henri Coanda’ Airport.

ROMATSA Chairman resigns

Iohannis rejects
Ponta’s proposal
for Transport
Minister

NINE O’CLOCK

President Klaus Iohannis has
rejected the proposal of the pre-
mier for the appointment of
Mihai Viorel Fifor as Minister of
Transport, for the reason that he
has no managerial experience
required for the management of
the complex transport sector, the
Presidential Administration
announced on Wednesday. 

The president asked for the
nomination of a new minister in
a letter addressed to PM Victor
Ponta. 

‘The president of Romania
has asked the prime-minister to
nominate another person who
meets the necessary conditions to
be appointed as a member of the
Government’, says the source. 
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